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A view of the queue to glance at Jupiter with the ESO 7 1-inch
Celestron.

collective and enthusiastic help of many
ESO staff members in the preparation of
the exhibit and En the most friendly
attention to the public. In particular, we
highly appreciated the competence of,
Messrs. Rolando Vega and Eduardo
Matamoros during the setting-up of the
exhibit and the telescope as well as their
extraordinary patience in attending the
public during observing time and the
help of Mr. Jorge Peralta (attending our
stand), We would also like to acknowledge the valuable assistance at La Silla
of Messrs. Jaime Alonsa and bldo
Pizarro who helped with the electronics
of the telescope, and Pvmando Bmna
and Victor Echeverria who buiEt a new
mount for it.

Among the large public who attended
our stands and telescope, a few characters gave us some occasions to smile
and we would like to share those with
the readers: an old couple, after a
glance at our sign (La Silla), made an
immediate link with the chairs (sillas in
Spanish) in front of our video'screen,
and decided to buy them on the spot (it
was not easy to convince them they
were not for sale!); this other man was
very disappointed to realize that even
with a telescope one could not watch
the sun at night; that lady blamed us for
reproducing in our NTT Saturn plcture
(the one with the white spot) the colours
she had painted on some plates (after
being convinced of our good faith, she
left with the assurance that heavens had
contacted her while she was painting!)
Other reactions were more touching:
the old lady crying and kissing us for
having given her the possibility to see e
planet before she dies; the many people
kneeling and crossing themselves to
thank GoU for the beauty of the uni-
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A view of the ESQ 11-mch mestran telescope. Also the yuungest
w e much interested in seeing Jupiter!

verse; some who just could not beiieve
that they were actually seeing a "real"
planet. Finally, one anecdote deserves
special mention: with the telescope
pointing at Jupiter, a drawing was made
of the planet and its 4 largest "moons",
with a note saying that Jupiter has 16
"moons" in totat. Several women were
standing near the tetescope, very interested and enthusiastic about what
other people were seeing, but absolutely refused to have a look at it themselves. Puzzled by such attitude we invesfigated the case. So we learnt that an
old folkloric belief says that if a pregnant
woman looked at the moon, her baby
would have birthmarks. Now just imagine a poor creature whose Mom
looked at 16 moons! We can credit ESO
for the destruction of this belief in a
number of minds.
As a scientific organization, ESO has
a role to play towards the publc at large
(and in Chile, in particular). To spread

the knowledge about some of the mysteries of the Universe is a moral obligation every astronomer should feel (not
only to iustify his existence!). However,
not only astronomers, but also many
people working at ES0, are proud of
what ESO has built in Chile, of belonging to this Organization, and they like to
make our beautiful observatory known.
For that reason, it has been really
satisfactory to verify, first in Pefiuelas,
and then in Ovalle, that the response
from the public makes up for the exhausting work such efforts implied. For
sure, La Silla is now well known in the
lVth r~gion
of Chile and what is maybe
more important a window towards astronomy has been opened to a population eager to understand what it is all
about. For a long time, ESO was not
known in Chile as it should have been.
Things are changing, for the best benefit
of the public at larqe, for the ESO employees, and hence.. . fox Astronomy.
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The Youngest Visitors Yet
The call came early in the morning
from Mrs. Keller. She was at the European Schml in Munich, she said, and
she would like to hear whether it would
be possible to visit ESO with a class. It
would be so interesting for the children
to learn about astronomy and also to
see their parents at work,
Now, some Messenger readers may
not know that the European School in
Munich its one of a dozen "European'"
schools, established in major European
cities, where there are "European" institutions. In the case of Munich, the
school there was set up and operates in
close collaboration with the European

Patent Office. Children of ESO staff
have access for some years under an
arrangement with this organization.
A is always a particutar pleasure to
explain astronomy to young people and
with the special relationship between
this school and €SO in mind, I had little
doubt that such a visit must somehow
be arranged, and that a hole in the
otherwise rather tight schedule of visits
to the ESO Headquarters should be
found.
The children had already studied the
planets, Mrs. Keller said, and they were
very eager to learn more. Perhaps we
could show some slides? If it would not

be too much tmble,to r8081w 20 children d age 4-6 firun the Mndetgartm
in the Gimm language eectlon?
A dwlCengel And whynot? If Istid m,
ai future CopemEcus might dwide to let
another miancs bnefit from his&et
abllltks.. So d COWSB I said yes,
whib w . o M r t how
~ to entertain auch a
group and w M the d w r ESO staff
W d my,whim some of their youngsters suddenly twned up & their place
d work
The pbto, taken m the batcony outside the €80 o a ~ ~ l s tha tour,
s h m haw nice the ahildm w e . Not
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only did t'hey know a lot about M r s md
Jupk, they also asked qudons
wR3& were way beygnd +whatycru would
~ ~ t f r w n ~ ~ f t l " l ~
am
F pleasure, espedaliy to watch from
a distance when hdlguel Albr&~:htlof ESO
(whose daughter webs in the group)
showd a baa~*ful
galaxy an t'he camputer s~feenof Ma85 and to hear
the gasps whan he mads it e w e

e~5tMEm

Mar a sandwbh lunch, the VIGL
fhtshed wrth a toak thromh a s
m
d wilescope at t h e m m adlsltantcarpatk.
Patiently waing fw the& tum to -ap-

pmad-3 the instrrrment, and t-Mmsb!#
d m d n g what they saw, I unrlmtoad
thaf the @sithad pakfoff. Not only was R
~
' ~ t fun;
w Iaam5awe that the chfldrm
obvimcsly
m e away with a
impression
Two days later, tYEg telephone rang
and a tewlwr from t b Munich European School called to to if a SSpaniatF.
aptaklng c1gss could pahaps Wrt
€80 Bul this time I anwered truthfully that the vislt Wmdar is booked out
long in advance surd we are r@mr fguv at
E W mybe We could d W s such a
viaith a ooupleofrnonW~e?
R, W B T , ESO
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A Most Impressive Astronomy Exhibition
Next time you come to Munich, don't
miss the opportunrty to visit an outstanding new astronomy exhibition!
In early May 1992, the world's largest
technical museum, the Deutschs
Museum which is located In the middle
of Munich on an island in river Isar,
inaugurated what is most probably the
largest and most comprehensive astronomy exhlbitlon in the world, and in
any case the most up-to-date.
After more than five years of pEannSng.
Involving a large t m of museum
speciatists and scientists, the new,
1000rn2 exhibition opened its doors to
the public and was quickly and completely overrun by Entwgsted visitors.
This went was accompanied by a '"Sci-

ence Pms Conference" on May 6,
featuring t2 brief talks by well-known
scientists and covering the grand lines
of virtually all of modern astronomy. It
vvas attended by about 200 media representatives from Germany and several
other European mmtries and was
widely reported in the media,
The exhibition was concev
ied
and
realizedby a team headed by Dr. Jijrgesl
Teichmann of OeutsEhes Museum and
supported by scientists from many research institutes En Gwmany, imludlng
ESO. The f o m r Director of the MaxPlanck-Institute for Astrophysics in
Garching, Professor Rudolf Kippenhahn, played a decivise, coodnatlslg

role.

The basic idea has been to show what
modem astronomy really is and how it is
done,while also demonstrating the long

development that has tmsformed the
oldest of sciences into one of the most
modern and exciting ones. The butsches Museum b in a unique positionto
do so,thanks to its very extensive cob
Iections of historically important instnrmen& In this context, ESO was very
pleasad to make available its I-metre
active optics mirror and support systam
with which this revolutionary optical invention was first demonstrated. Only a
few years old, this equipment is now on
display in the same area as the atliest
astronomical telescopes, representing
yd another decisive step forward in as-

